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3L2 THE COLLECTOR 

- THE NUMISMATIC FIELD 

THE sale of the Joseph Hooper collection served Professor 
Frossard to open the season at the Leavitt rooms on July 2I 

and 22, it being the I 12th of his now historic series of auctions. 
Mr. Hooper, who is a resident of Port Hope, Ontario, Canada, is 
an Englishman by birth, and an old collector. He amassed a large 
number of rare and valuable coins, medals and tokens of Canada, 
as well as a considerable general collection, and if he had not, 
previous to the sale, given several Canadian collectors the oppor 
tunity to purchase privately from him, thus depleting his drawers 
of the rarest and best pieces, the sale of his collection would have 
been a red letter event in the annals of Canadian numismatics. 
As it was, the catalogue comprised a larger number of coins and 
medals of Canada than had ever been offered together, and the 
sale was a deserved success. 

The sale opened with a series of old silver dollars, at prices which - 
showed the constantly ascending 'figure these pieces assume. 
Among them may be mentioned: 1795, with curl touching star, 
$3 ; another, with bust high in the field, $2.50; I796, $3.10; I800, 
$3.20; 1836, Gobrecht, $9; a Confederate dollar, Scott's restrike 
over United States, i86i, half dollar, $6.50; Continental tin dollar, 
1776, $6.io. An undated bear cent brought $3.I0, and a Vermont 
cent, I786, $3.Z5. A Grant medal in silver- fetched $3.io, and a 
Queen Victoria silver medal, struck in honor of English visitors 
at the Centennial Exposition, I876, $3.50. A Charles I crown at 
$5.I0; William and Mary crown, I69I, $4.I0; four Maundy pieces, 
I, 2, 3 and 4d., together, $4.10: a Scotch forty-shilling piece, I692, 
$5.20; a William III crown, I695, $3.50; a Vigo Bay token, I702, $5; 
a George I crown, I7I8, $io; a 1715 crown, $7; asetof I887 jubilee 
pieces, from 3d. to crown, 7 pieces, $7.70 ; a Brunswick crown, I703, 
$4.i0; and a Mysore dollar, $3.50, are other prices,to be mentioned. 
In a lot of English war medals in silver, one of Waterloo brought 
$4.25, and one of the Crimea, with four bars for the Alma, Bala 
klava, Inkermann and Sebastopol, $6. A bronze peace medal of 
George II, issued in 1757, after the Indian wars, brought $4.70. 

Some prices for Franco-American medals were: Louis XIV, 
Indian Chief medal, I693,.$I0; another, with different reverse, $8; 

De Levi, I658, $6.35; Jean Varin, i684, $3.10; Cardinal Richelieu, 
I631, $3.10; Martinique, I674, $3.65; Carthagena, I647, $3.10. The 
prices for. all of this serie's of pieces, most of which were mint 
restrikes, were invariably good. 

Among the coins and medals of Canada may be singled out: 
Kings College, New Brunswick, 1829, tin, $2.50; University of New 
Brunswick, bronze, $2.50; half penny token of Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick, with Justice seated, $7.50; W. L. White's farthing 
token, Halifax House, Nova Scotia, $3;'Roman Catholic white 
metal temperance medal, I841, $1.75; four Hudson Bay Company 
mission medals in yellow bronze, $I 5.20 the set; Grand Trunk 
Railway Company merit medal, bronze, $3 50; Victoria Bridge 
medal, Montreal, i86o, proofs in bronze and white metal, $3.60 the 
pair.; McGill University medals in bronze. $3.90, $3.80, $4, accord 
ing to differences in design; Upper Canada Agricultural Associ 
ation medal, bronze, $3; Toronto University medal, silver, $9.I0; 
Victoria College medal, i86o, bronze; $4.25; Boundary Arbitration 
medal, I829, silver, $5.10; bronze medal of George III, I814, $21; 
General Wolfe medal, bronze, $7.50; Commercial Academy medal, 
Montreal, $2.65; thirty ice carnival pieces, Montreal, I884-5-7, 
copper, brass and white metal, $6 the lot; a lot of twelve brass trade 
tokens, $6.30; Industrial Exhibition medal, Toronto, silver, $5; 
Consolidation of Statutes, bronze medal, Ontario, i877, $26.75; 
Northwest war medal, i885, $5.20; medal of Numismatic and 
Archeological Society, Montreal, bronze, $3.50; another of the 
twenty-fifth anniversary, i887, $3.10; badge of Napance Lodge I. 
0. 0. F., plated metal, $3.75; quite complete set of pilgrimage 
medals, Ste. Anne de Beaupre, silver, copper, white metal and 
lead, fifty-eight pieces, $i i.6o; Victoria University medal, bronze, 
$4.10; Queen's University, Kingston, silver, $5.25; lot of rare 
church, baggage, hotel, bar and other tokens in German silver, 
brass and lead, twenty pieces, $2.80, and another of forty-five 
pieces, $5.40. The total for the two-days' sale was $1,I73.56. 

* * * 

The second part of the Hooper sale come off on October 6. The 
result was excellent, the total proceeds being over $1,2oo. Among 
prices to be noted wvere: For a fine farthing token, struck over an 
other coin, I813, $3.10; fine and scarce penny token, a copy, $3.78; 
stater of Philippi, in gold, $46; gold stater of Philip of Macedon, 
$23; large tetradraclum of Agrigentrum, full weight, $4.20; quad 

ruple ducat of Ferdinand and Isabella,;$371 double ducat of same, 
$7.25; another, one of the rare pieces struck in the Netherlands 
$9; double crown of Leopold the Great of Austria, $4; Bruns 
wick and Lunenburg three-crown piece of I624, $i6; Wildman 
crown, 169I, $3; another the same, and a scudo of the Cisalpine re 
public, of the year of the Revolution VIII, $3; while an Eggen 
burg crown of I658 brought $3.75. Six silver pennies of Ethelted 
II of England commanded 6o cents apiece in a lot, and a crown of 

William III, 1695, $4.10; a half crown of the same, 1698, $2.70; a 
shilling of the same, I696, $1.50, and a sixpence, I0Io, go cents. A 
Queen Anne crown of I707 brought $io, a half crown of 1707 
$3.75, a shilling of 1707 $I.9o, and a sixpence, 1707, $2.I0. A five 
franc pattern piece of i872, with Thiers bust, brought $3, as did 
one with the Gambetta bust, undated; a Mary Stuart testoon, 
I558, $3.70, and a series of broad scudi of Venice, i623, i624, 1631, 
I676, I735 and I752, $3 apiece. Various lots of small foreign 
coinages went at excellent prices by the lot. 

'F *'* 

The experience as to prices with the United States silver and 
copper coins repeated that of the sale of the first part of the col 
lection and accentuated the growing value of these pieces. An 
extremely fine and rare sharp impression of the I795 dollar, from 
the Boeing sale, brought $I4.75, a mint lustered dollar of I796 
$12.25, a rare 15-starred dollar of 1798 $8.5o, a- counterstamped 
I802 over i8oi, $8.20; a Gobrecht of I836, very fine, $12, and 
one of I839, in spite of a perforation in the head being plugged, 
although very skilfully, $27. A Longacre dollar of 1I871, in brilliant 
proof state, brought $8, and a half dollar of 1795, in rare condi 
tion, $4. For a dime of I796, with the crack through the die, 
$5.6o was paid. Among the cents may be noted 1793, leaves and 
bar on edge, $7.75; another, lettered on edge, $4.50; I794 pyra 
midal head, $9; another, scarred head, $4; another, olive color, 
with marred head, $5; another, Plical, $9; a very rare 1799, worn 
in head, $13; a broken die, I804, $7.50; a crosslet 4.of 1.8I4, $4.30. 

A Rosa American twopenny piece, 1722, went for $8.25; a crowned 
rose penny of I723, for $6; an oak tree shilling, 1652, for $7; a 

Vermont cent, I786, excessively rare, for $21; a I787 cent, with 
the horned head, in sharp, uncirculated condition, brought $4.I0; 
a I788 cent, $3.10; a Nova Constellatio of 1783, $4, and a Connec 
ticut cent, with the die break through the nose, $7, while $5 was 
paid for a Libertas Americana in pewter, with the copper -plug 
found only in originals, and $3 for an old Revolutionary belt plate 
of South Carolina, in a fine state. Among the books sold, Batty's 
"Copper Coinage of Great Britain," etc., brought $7.50, and Cros 
by's " Early Coins of America," $6.30. Altogether Mr. Frossard 
is to be congratulated upon this auspicious opening of his season. 
Its results show that the appreciation of numismatics does. not 
languish, in spite of dull trade, and one can only hope that what 
has been so well begun will be bettered before the season is over 

A valuable numismatic relic is, by the way, offered for sale 
privately by Professor Frossard, in the shape of an authentic gold 
badge and seal of the Order of the Cincinnati. *These medals 
were made in Paris, at a cost of not less than $5o each, and owing 
to this fact and dearth of money at the time, but a comparatively 
small number of members of the Order obtained them. As none 
have been issued since, the copies extant are the rarest of Ameri 
can society badges and medals, and of much greater historical 
interest. An additional value is given to this specimen by the, 
fact that the seal attached is found on few, if any, of the other 
known decorations. It would seem that this historic emblem 
should be purchased either by one of our wealthy collectors or by 
some descendant of a member whose means did not allow him to 
become a subscriber to the badge when it was originally issued. 

'F * * 

The history of our metallic coinage since the Mexican war has 
not been such as to awaken enthusiasm in the heart of a genuine 
numismatist, and our latest silver coinage is enough to disgust any 
one with the national burlesque on his favorite science. The re 
sult of the present Columbian coinage business will probably be to 
set some of our more conscientious coin lovers raving mad. Al 
ready we have had a fierce row over the selection of a portrait of 
the navigator, which would be funny if it were not disgracefully 
ridiculous. All portraits of Columbus are historically doubtful. 
Several, however, have been generally accepted, by various gene 
rations of historians, as probably typical of the man. *In the event 
of a dispute, it would seem but natural that intelligent selection 
would decide on one of these, its legendary title at least being as 
sured. On the contrary, we now learn that the Columbus of this 
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memorial coinage is to be that known as the Lotto portrait, which 

Mr. Henry Harrisse, a student who knows more about American 

history than all the sage authorities of our Government put to 
gether, has positively denounced as apocryphal. As long ago as 
last April, Mr. Harrisse wrote upon the subject to the New York 
Sun in the following positive terms: 

* * * 

That alleged portrait is held forth in a number of printed slips, news 
papers, and magazines, as the work of the celebrated Venetian artist, 
Lorenzo Lotto, and as having' been " painted from life, at Granada, in 
1502," which date it is said to bear in clear and unmistakable figures. 
1'he present owner, however, states that " it was painted in 150I." 
The claim is urged, furthermore, in Italian and American periodicals 
with an array of unfounded and audacious assertions which call for a 
reply. 

It is not true that Domenico Pisani was sent to Spain as an ambas 
sador from the Venetian Republic "when the discoveries of Columbus 
became known in Venice;" 

It is not true that he went chiefly, or at all, " for the purpose of ob 
taining information for the use of the merchants of Venice concerning 
the commercial value, the resources and products of the newly dis 
covered lands, and to obtain maps and charts for the benefit of Venetian 
navigators." 

It is not true that Pisani " had a secretary named Giovanni Camer 
ino or Cietrico." 

It is not true that the said Camerino, or Cietrico, " obtained secretly 
from the discoverer a chart of the New World." 

It is not true that " Pisani forwarded to his Government many volu 
minous reports concerning the discoveries of Columbus." 

It is not -true that "Lorenzo Lotto visited Spain while Pisani was 
there, and completed several important works of art under his patron 
age." 

It is not true that there are sixteen (or any) examples from his brush 
now in the city of Madrid, painted in Granada, Seville, and other 
places during these years." 

It is not true that the " history of -the canvas may be traced back 
nearly three centuries." 

As to' the picture itself, viewed at least as a " portrait of Christopher 
Columbus," it is a sheer Italian fabrication, which, like all Italian 
forgeries, particularly those of Bolognese or of Venetian origin, proves 
too much. 
* Columbus is made therein to hold a map. That map is not, as we 

should have supposed, a map of his maritime discoveries. It is a map 
of Brazil, whic-h he never discovered, or claimed to have discovered, 
or visited at any time.. It is not even a Spanish map. 

The process by which the forger came to insert a chart of that de 
scription is plain-enough. He astutely inquired which was the oldest 
map of America. His informer, not knowing any better, showed him 
the first engraved miap of the New World, which the falsifier imme 
diately and greedily copied. 

Unfortunately for himself and for his unsophisticated customer, that 
map happens to be nothing else than the mappimundi constructed by 
the German, Johannes Ruysch, in I508, and published with the second 
issue of the Rome Ptolemy of that year. 

This is shown by the fact that it sets forth the intetesting conical 
projection of which 'the said mappimundi of Ruysch .is the first in 
stance; by the peculiar inclined position and shape of the Brazilian 
country, both of which have likewise been borrowed out and out from 
that geographer, including even his making of Trinidad one of the 

Canhibal Islands; by the, appearance of Mon'serrate, which island is to 
be found with that name in no other old map than Ruysch's ; by the 
continient being called "Terra 'Sanctm Crucis." which is a vocable 
Columbus never dreamed of, and has been inscribed at no time on a 
Spanish map, chart, or globe; fin'ally, by a complete identification 
based upon the degrees of longitude, which are traced and numbered 
in-the pseudo Lotto portrait, "305, 310, 315, 320," precisely as in the 
Lusitano-Germanic map of Ruysch, although 305 degrees (of that 
scale, about our 60 degrees west), is the extreme limit of the continen 
tal coast of America ever seen by Columbus. 
Now, that alleged effigy of Columbus, we 'are explicitly told "bears 

the date of 1502." How it can contain a map which came only into 
existence six years later, and when Columbus--had been dead and 
buried, is one of those over;astute devices which rarely fail to betray 
the hand of the Italian sharpers who work -with such zest and success 
for the American market, particularly at present. 

In iripositions of that kind the supply always proves adequate to the 
demand, and every two or three months we now see, miraculously ex 
humed from some "patrician collection," a pretended authentic por 
trait of Columbus, which is at once pounced upon by credulous ama 
teurs. Nor can anyone tell when that iconographic influenza will 
cease to rage from the Adriatic to Lake Michigan. But if it becomes 
known in Italy that the aforesaid map has been shown to demon 
sirate the falsity of the Lotto portrait, so called, there is an even 
chance that ere long a duplicate will turn up about the Rialto. This 
time, however, in accordance with the well-known practice in such 
cases, this second edition will be duly bereaved of its awkward appen 
dance. .Yet it may be that the prospect of a remunerative sale being 
somewhat diminished by our " unpatriotic " disclosures, no new Lotto 

portrait will be deemed worth while fabricating. If so, we must ex 
pect to see the advocates of the Veneto-Chicago picture manfully 
throw its bogus map overboard, then its bogus date, then its bogus log 
glass, then the volume of Aristotle Columbus is made to rest upon, 
then we do not know what else, step by step, gradually as the demolish 
ing of all those impudent inventions renders such painful abandon 

ment absolutely necessary. Perhaps the Lotto connoisseurs, still un 
daunted, will cling to the map and claptraps, but represent these as 
later complements added by Leonardo da Vinci or Titian-nay, by 
Lotto himself, after he had returned from Spain, where, we make bold 
to say, the celebrated painter never set his foot, all interesting and 
bold asseverations to the contrary notwithstanding. 

More yet could be said on the subject; but anyone at all conversant 
with the history of Columbus and of cartography will consider the 
above facts sufficient to prove the spurious character of that piece of 
canvas Withal, it should be stated, in justice to the "Lotto portrait 
of Columbus," that it is neither better nor worse than any and all the 
other apocryphal daubs and portraits which are now being collected in 
Italy, in Spain, and in the United States by overzealous patriots, who 
do not seem to be aware that they are striving to make of history a 
delusion and a farce! 

It might be supposed that the word of a student and an inves 
tigator like Mr. Harrisse, a man who is accepted as an authority 
throughout the world-except in Chicago and Washington-would 
be worth listening to. But we do not want sages or prophets in 
America in this ta-ra-ra-boom-de-humbug year I892. 

It is announced that Spink & Son, the numismatists and medal 
ists, of London, propose to send to Chicago as a loan exhibit a 
very interesting collection of coins and medals. It includes 
medals dated from the Norman conquest, io66, to George II, 1760. 
They have between two and three hundred specimens which are 
not in the British museum collection. Among them are more 
than I30 gold pieces, many of which are unique. Among the. rare 
ones are specimens of officers' medals for the victory over the 
great Dutch admiral, Van Tromp, by Admiral Blake. Also, 
medals from the battle of Culloden against the Scotch in the 
rebellion of 1746; also a medal in gold commemorating the cap 
ture of Louisburg The entire collection is said to be the finest 
assortment of English medals that has yet been formed, and it 
numbers over 3,000 specimens in gold, silver, bronze, etc. It is 
valued at $75,ooo.- To this collection will be added a minor one 
consisting of coins, foreign medals and war medals. 

LIBBIE & Co.'s NEW AUCTION RooMs 

THERE has been a sort of blank around the corner from Washing 
T ton street, in Hayward place, for some time past, which Bos 

tonians with bookish tastes have noticed sorrowfully. Mr. Stetson's 
Globe Theatre was in its place, and the gorgeous cafe under its wing 
was there with the usual Saratoga chips on the lunch table down 
stairs and the less digestible variety on the other tables upstairs. But 
the quaint'auction rooms of C. F. Libbie & Co., so long a landmark of 
the little street, had become a thing of the past. They wound up 
their career in a blaze of glory, with some of the best auction sales, 
especially in the line of books and'Americana, that have been made 
in this country, but they had grown too small for the business of the 
house, and with the expiration of the lease upon the premises the firm 
decided to remove. 

It is, however, easier to resolve to open. a' new auction house than 
to find the place to open it in, and so the Hayward street removal left 
a gap of some months in the history of the house-. The new location, 
however, has been secured, at 666 Washington street, at the corner of 
Beach street, up one flight of stairs. Here Liibie & Co. have ample 
quarters, with fine light for the display of paintings and engravings 
as well as books, and sufficient space for cataloguing and for the 
offices of the house. The rooms have been admirably fitted up with 
a view to setting off the objects to be sold, and what is far too rare in 
our auction establishments in New York and elsewhere, are well pro 
vided for in the matter of ventilation. Some sales of great interest 
now in preparation will be duly announced in THE COLLECTOR. 

An interesting letter, the last written by John Wesley, was sold recently 
by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, in London. The text was: " To 
the Board of Customs-Geuitlemen: Two or three days ago Mr. Ireland sent 

me. as a present, two dozen of French claret, which I am ordered to drink 
during my present weakness. The White Swan Inn. It was seized-beg 
it may be restored to your obedient servant John Wesley, November'14, 
I790. City Road. Whatever duty comes due, I will see duly paid." This 
touching appeal to the Board of Customs is indorsed " Rejected W. W." 
The writing is very feeble and broken, and the reference to the White 
Swan is not clear; possibly he wanted the claret sent there. This letter 
realized 22 shillings. 
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